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 2 

Alan Joyce CEO QANTAS & Ors       4-6-2021 3 
ajoyce@qantas.com.au, Alanjoyce@qantas.com.au  4 

 5 
Cc: Andrew David 6 
       Chief Executive Officer Qantas International 7 
       10 Bourke Road 8 
       Mascot, NSW, Australia 2060 9 

       andrewdavid@qantas.com.au 10 

 11 

Stephen Thompson 12 

Senior Executive Vice President, The Americas 13 

8000 World Way West, 14 
Los Angeles, California 90045 15 
sthompson@qantas.com.au 16 

Vanessa Hudson 17 

Chief Customer Officer 18 
8000 World Way West,  19 

Level 2 20 
Los Angeles, California 90045 21 
vhudson@qantas.com.au 22 

 23 
20210604-Mr G. H. Schorel-Hlavka O.W.B. to Alan Joyce CEO QANTAS & Ors 24 

Alan, 25 
         Hypothetically, if I were to claim I run a major international airliner with millions of 26 

passengers wouldn’t you then ask: Where is the evidence? Well if I then create a business logo 27 
and aeroplanes on a computer is that any prove of reality? Well, we now have that countries 28 

claim more than 3.5million people died from SARS-CoV-2 but when asking for a single 29 
“isolation” of the alleged virus then despite all those dead bodies they have been unable to prove 30 

this.  31 
There is no doubt that people are dying but from what is the real issue. 32 

 33 
For sure, millions of people are travelling but instead of an alleged mysterious airline company it 34 

might be they are travelling by other modes of transport, such as shipping.  35 
 36 

Likewise, people are dying in huge numbers but what if what PM Scott Morrison claims to be an 37 
“invisible enemy” we were to have a “visible enemy” just that they may not be looking for them. 38 

 39 
I honestly question if you are really a competent CEO, as while i may not have the experiences 40 

in an airline i certainly would have held that as a CEO the obligation is also towards the 41 
shareholders to ensure the business is competently conducted and towards the airline staff that 42 
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they are not recklessly have their health and wellbeing, including their financial wellbeing, 1 
needlessly placed in harms way.  2 

 3 
Regrettably I do not just view you have acted grossly inco0meptent but most business have been 4 

conducted with a sheer ignorance to what is factual. 5 
 6 

As a CONSTITUTIONALIST I hold the legal principles embedded in the nCommonwealth of 7 
Australia Constitution Act 1900 (UK) very important, however, it appears that the so called 8 

political leaders of State, Territory and Federal couldn’t give a hood about it. 9 
 10 
 11 
HANSARD18-2-1898 Constitution Convention Debates (Official Record of the Debates of the National 12 
Australasian Convention) 13 
QUOTE    Mr. ISAACS.- 14 

The right of a citizen of this great country, protected by the implied guarantees of its Constitution, 15 
END QUOTE 16 
. 17 
HANSARD 27-1-1898 Constitution Convention Debates 18 
QUOTE 19 

   Mr. BARTON.-Our civil rights are not in the hands of any Government, but the rights of the Crown 20 
in prosecuting criminals are.  21 

END QUOTE 22 
 23 
Yet we now find that some health official is dictating masks, social distancing, lockdowns and 24 
curfews for alleged “disease” that it has actually no legal authority to enforce as it is a federal 25 

issue (quarantine) and yet again grossly mismanaged, in this case by South Australia so called 26 
“Hotel quarantine” system. Now Victorians are to suffer yet another round of financial hardship 27 

also where there are all kinds of ridiculous rules of which in my view NONE were based upon 28 
proper scientific evidence.  29 
 30 

Where indeed was/is the scientific evidence Brett Sutton relied upon to dictate 31 
compulsory masks wearing? 32 
 33 
Where was/is the scientific evidence for social distancing justification?  34 
 35 
Where was/is the scientific evidence for lockdowns justifications? 36 
 37 
Where was/is the scientific evidence for curfews justification? 38 
 39 
Where was/is the scientific evidence for the unconstitutional border closures 40 

justification?  41 
 42 
Let them prove they actually “isolated” the virus they claim to exist! 43 

 44 
Merely because some person may be a health official doesn’t mean this person has the 45 

knowledge and/or competence to appropriately deal with a matter. We have the overall federal 46 
legislation Biosecurity Act 2015 (Cth) and the Minister cannot delegate his powers. Let indeed 47 

follow the “science” but then actual “science” not pretended imaginary science! 48 
 49 

https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=7W8GWYXDXX43  or https://brandnewtube.com/v/88LEvr    50 
The  Final Refutal Of Virology 51 

 52 
Why not watch this video and then as a responsible person demand that there is evidence that the 53 

so called SARS-CoV-2 virus can be proven to exist. Surely, one of the more than 3.5 million 54 
alleged dead bodies they claim died from COVID-19 could at least produce one isolated “virus”?  55 
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Ifr they cannot manage this with more then 3.5 million alleged deaths from COVID-19 then do 1 
you not ask questions what on earth is going on? 2 

 3 
Qantas as other airlines have been financially crippled and for what? Where was your 4 

responsibility as a CEO to ensure that you were not dragged along with a bogus claim? 5 
 6 

Are you so grossly incompetent that you cannot even ask the very obvious?  7 
 8 

Already way back on 13-4-2020 I refer to the issue of exosomes. 9 
 10 

This is a document of some 97 pages and surely going to take time not just to read it but 11 
also to digest it, but I view the various subject matters makes it worth to learn about what 12 

you never may have known but should have. 13 
 14 
This document can be downloaded from: 15 
https://www.scribd.com/document/456216898/20200413-Mr-G-H-Schorel-Hlavka-O-W-B-to-Victoria-s-Human-Rights-Commissioner-Kristen-16 
Hilton  17 
UOTE13-4-2020 CORRESPONDENCE 18 

Kristen Hilton         13-4-2020 19 

Victoria's Human Rights Commissioner 20 
Level 24, 121 Exhibition Street 21 
Melbourne VIC 3000 22 
enquiries@veohrc.vic.gov.au  23 

 24 
Kristen,  25 

             I am a person who not merely makes some claim and tell people just trust me, I am 26 
a person who supports as to what I am stating with what the Framers of the Constitution 27 

were recorded to have stated. Hence quoting them, even limited, does means a huge 28 
amount of work to set it out. Then again this is the better way as you then can for yourself 29 

make an informed decision as can my readers when a copy of this correspondence is 30 
published at my blog. 31 

 32 
I cover in this correspondence for example subjects like  33 

 34 

 Mr Julian Assange 35 

 36 

 Citizenship 37 
 38 

 Constitutional embedded rights 39 
 40 

 Etc.  41 
 42 

I includes part of my WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS (ADDRES TO THE COURT) of 43 
successful appeals regarding the CITIZENSHIP ISSUE also. 44 

 45 
I various images of video’s which appears to indicate that the reported COVID-19 cases 46 

have been manipulated considerably all around the world, due to the CDC and WHO 47 
requiring a reference to COVID-19 even is it is merely “ASSUMED” that COVID-19 may 48 

be relevant, regardless if it had absolutely nothing to do with the cause of death. As such 49 
the death certificates are misused to create a perception of astronomical proportion of 50 

deaths due to COVID-19 even so not being so.  51 
 52 
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https://www.bitchute.com/video/gDd8cQkohNJE/ & https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rwl__8rivG8 1 

Montana physician Dr. Annie Bukacek discusses how COVID 19 death certificates are 2 

being manipulated 3 

There is below also reference with video link that “Exosomes” is the same as “COVID-19” 4 
and as such it already existed long before it became a major health scare. “Exosomes” as I 5 

understand it is a normal part of the body function in certain conditions.  Again, I have 6 
below included images from the video’s and you can always check out those video’s 7 

yourself. 8 
 9 

What this may mean is that this “LOCKDOWN” is based upon “MISCONCEPTIONS”, 10 
MISINFORMATION” “DISINFORMATION” etc. 11 

 12 
Essentially to me it is like the “Salem witch hunt” that went on in the USA where many 13 

innocent people died because of this.  14 
 15 

https://youtu.be/Ppy7ZU0oDWg  16 

NYC  10 minute video. New York intensive care Doctor confirms 5g symptoms and NOT covid19!  17 

This video is about a NYC doctor who spend reportedly some 20 years in ICU, etc, and 18 

makes clear that many victims show absurd abnormalities noting to do with a virus, as if 19 
they were so to say just coming down from high altitude and that using ventilators on them 20 

could actually accelerate their deaths because it is the wrong thing to use in their 21 
circumstances.  22 

 23 
It might be absurd to consider but an open minded person should as to why so to say 24 

“ground zero” of large scale claimed COVID-19 cases are within range of 5G towers. 25 
And the harm such towers can cause to the human health system. There are numerous 26 

video’s on the internet explaining this all in details but safe to say any “open minded” 27 
person should not ignore this possible reference in particular where cruise ships involved 28 

reportedly all were using 5G communication systems. 29 
 30 

If indeed the “LOCKDOWN” (State of emergency) is based upon 31 
“MISCONCEPTIONS”, MISINFORMATION” “DISINFORMATION” etc, then we 32 

have a major problem at our hands. It may be engineered by politicians to push their own 33 
political issues, such as extending their powers in violation of the constitution, get rid of 34 

using cash transactions, etc.  35 
END QUOTE13-4-2020 CORRESPONDENCE 36 
 37 

Many videos and articles indicating that medical and other experts are not even able to 38 
agree what COVID-19 is about. The fearmongering by politicians causing stress levels to 39 

increase and the COVIDSafe app deception. 40 
This document can be downloaded from: 41 

https://www.scribd.com/document/459982628/20200505-PRESS-RELEASE-Mr-G-H-Schorel-42 
Hlavka-O-W-B-ISSUE-Misnaming-a-Disease-Can-Have-Deadly-Consequences-Stress-Levels-43 

COVIDSafe-App-Issues  44 
QUOTE5-5-2020 CORRESPONDENCE 45 
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Now we have reportedly PM Scott Morrsion pleding $35 million towards research. What 1 
research? First of all it is not for the PM to decide taxpayers monies how it is spend. That is 2 

for the Parliament to determine. Secondly, countries are all having their own kind of system 3 
(if you can call it that) about how to determine when a person has COVID-19. As such, 4 

THERE IS NO CONSESSUS HOW TO RECORD WHO HAS WHAT. Neither any 5 
consensus as to how to use a ventilator, etc. 6 

If we go back to “The Anatomy of Covid-19” then perhaps considering that what is called 7 
COVID-19 may actually be “Exosomes” then surely it is important that it is sorted out what it 8 

really is. Also if the flu vaccination contributes to the death toll and in which manner.  9 
https://www.msn.com/en-au/news/australia/the-covid-19-symptom-leaving-doctors-baffled/ar-10 
BB13yb35?ocid=spartandhp  11 
The COVID-19 symptom leaving doctors baffled  12 
QUOTE 13 

British Journal of Dermatology Some COVID-19 patients are developing a rash. Doctors say they are puzzled by a wide variety of 14 
rashes in patients suffering from COVID-19. 15 

Five separate types of rashes have so far been identified, including Covid toe, with the rashes more likely to appear in yo ung people 16 
and last several days. 17 

While Covid toe has been the most widely publicised, a study by Spanish doctors has found the most common is maculopapules, 18 
which are small, flat and raised red bumps that usually appear on the torso. 19 

"It is strange to see several different rashes - and some of them are quite specific," lead researcher Dr Ignacio Garcia-Doval told the 20 
BBC. 21 

"It usually appears later on, after the respiratory manifestation of the disease - so it's not good for diagnosing patients," he added. 22 

END QUOTE 23 
Well I have this kind of rash for at least decades, so now COVID-19 might have existed for 24 
that long? This just underlines that we lack consensus what it is really about. Throwing $350 25 

million to this hardly is sensible, so neither I view is the entire LOCKDOWN. 26 
 27 

What the above set out indicates is that (if you watched also each video I refer to) that experts 28 
are having different views about what COVID0-19 really is and that a vaccine may not work 29 

at all. Didn’t they fail in the past against so-called viruses in that regard?  It seem to me like 30 
the WMD issue we are deluged by Government advertising to pretend there is a “VIRUS” but 31 

after all the suffering we may just in the end find $4 Billion a weekly loss of economical 32 
earnings and people having died because we lacked proper “leadership” who instead of 33 

parroting whatever they actually were hands on to make sure that whatever the disease might 34 
be it first was to be established its true nature and also how to best combat it without huge 35 

personal and economical loss to society. LOCKDOWNS are not addressing wither of them 36 
but rather may actually cause more problems to the very “vulnerable” persons that are 37 

supposed to be looked after, but aren’t! 38 
END QUOTE5-5-2020 CORRESPONDENCE 39 
 40 

OK, we seem to have billions of monies (from taxpayers that is) to waste on so called vaccines” 41 
that are utterly useless as you cannot use a “vaccine” against something that doesn’t exist. 42 

You as the CEO in my view ought to have organised your own investigation as to establish if the 43 
financial loss inflicted upon QANTAS really was for health issues or merely for dictatorship. 44 

I consider this was a grave lack of judgment by you to not have this investigated appropriately as 45 
the cost of such investigation, I view would have been next to nothing compared to the financial 46 

harm now resulting to the shareholders, the employees and others. 47 
 48 
And, you then pursue a “vaccination passport” that I view even a child might realise is nonsense.  49 

 50 
As a QUALITY CONTROL Officer working in a factory I used to reject a lot of items. When 51 

then I was promoted to manage this factory I immediately was hands on and immediately 52 
discovered where errors were. Not with the workers on the machinery but because the toolroom 53 
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had, over the years, provided gauges which some were correct and others were incorrect. As 1 
such, a machine setter would have faulty work output pending which gauge he was using.  2 

I was able to turn the factory from losses into profits because I did what I view anyone in 3 
management should do and that is being hands on.  4 

 5 
As such, if you had bothered to research what was going on, as I did (My blog at Scribd has 6 

ample of articles)  then you would have known that Dr Andrew Kaufman already more than a 7 
year ago questioned the naming of EXOSOMES as a virus.  8 

 9 
QUOTE5-5-2020 CORRESPONDENCE 10 
https://www.msn.com/en-au/news/australia/australians-have-really-been-knocked-about-due-to-sudden-coronavirus-11 
implications/ar-BB13zvJR?ocid=spartandhp 12 
Australians 'have really been knocked about' due to sudden coronavirus implications  13 
QUOTE 14 

Lifeline Chairman John Brogden says the support organisation 15 
is "regularly seeing ... around and over 3000 calls a day" 16 
during the coronavirus pandemic as the amount of people 17 
reaching out for help continues to steadily rise. He said the 18 
organisation used to get about "2500 calls a day," however 19 
"since the bushfires last year we've seen our calls increase 20 
to 2900 calls a day". "We've seen our calls get as high as 21 
3200 a day during the coronavirus". "That's enormous for us," 22 
he told Sky News host Paul Murray. Mr Brogden said annually, 23 
those figures represent the receiving of around 1.1 millions 24 
calls a year. Mr Brodgen said "physical distancing" may be 25 
good for our physical health however "for some people it is 26 
really bad for their mental health". He said Australians 27 
"have really been knocked about" physically and mentally by 28 
the virus.  29 

END QUOTE 30 
 31 

I would rather hold that it was not because of the virus but because of the fear mongering that is 32 
perpetrated upon the community. After all people who are not affected by any disease of the so 33 

called COVID-19 could therefore not suffer because of COVID-19 but are induced to suffer by 34 
the ongoing fear mongering perpetrated upon them. 35 
 36 
Sorry for the stupid question but why do viruses exist? They're not ... 37 
https://www.reddit.com/r/biology/comments/ew138i/sorry_for_the_stupid_question_but_why_do_viruses/  38 

Sorry for the stupid question but why do viruses exist? 39 

They're not living organisms like bacteria, what's the 40 

purpose of them invading and multiplying in a host ... 41 
 42 
What is a virus? - Quora 43 
https://www.quora.com/What-is-a-virus-2  44 
Why do viruses exist? 22,688 Views · What is the definition of virus? (In biology). 14,509 Views · How big is a 45 
single virus? 160,133 Views · What is a "bi-phasic" ... 46 
 47 
CoronaVirus or New World Order? - lbry.tv 48 
https://lbry.tv/@EricDubay:c/CoronaVirus-or-New-World-Order:e  49 

 50 

Wake Up Sleepers; Hospital Worker Admits The Virus Is A Lie ... 51 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/T0nJ3gVBGrvQ/   52 
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3 Apr 2020 ... Wake Up Sleepers; Hospital Worker Admits The 1 
Virus Is A Lie [mirrored] ... Youtube-Channel: 2 

https://bit.ly/38Nskhh. ✅ It's FAST, FREE AND ... 3 

 4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S9Hg-HWrdSM  5 
WORLD'S GREATEST HOAX Revealed ! ~YOU CANNOT SPREAD THE C _VIRUS_ FROM PERSON 6 
TO PERSON 7 
 8 
The HighWire with Del Bigtree - COVID DEATH TOLL IN QUESTION ...  Feardemic - YouTube 9 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLrOX9bSBKtKQOUVyv8aGJIi2bHoOwgE5Z  10 
COVID DEATH TOLL IN QUESTION? by The HighWire with Del Bigtree. 11 
9:45. BLOWING THE WHISTLE ON COVID-19. by The HighWire with Del 12 
Bigtree. 2:21: ... 13 

 14 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtZGCpnTNPs&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0Zbx2CIOOAD1dCSgyBgWB15 
X45tasW9kplQvrOJXJzJUuxGFqSe235Zr22M&app=desktop 16 

“The End Game” (34 minutes video) 17 

YouTube response” This video has been removed for violating YouTube’s Community 18 

Guidelines. 19 
 20 

Event 201  https://youtu.be/Eq4lu0xfMq0 The planned Coronavirus  21 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eq4lu0xfMq0&feature=youtu.be  22 

https://youtu.be/Xr8Dy5mnYx8  23 
A breakdown of current testing procedure  24 

 25 
DR ANDREW KAUFMAN IN CONVERSATION WITH BRIAN ROSE OF LONDON 26 
REAL  27 
Andrew Kaufman 1 May 2020 28 
Lunden reel interview 4/29/20 by Andrew Kaufman April 29, 29 
2020 I’m sure this will be deleted soon but here 30 

 31 
DR. JENNIFER DANIELS & DT. ANDREW KAUFMAN: THERE IS NO DEADLY 32 
VIRUS. IT’S ALL A NUMBERS GAME   33 
Andrew Kaufman  24 April 2020 It’s All A Numbers Game w/s/g 34 
Dr. Jennifer Daniels by Andrew Kaufman April 23, 2020 Excerpt 35 
from YouTube generated transcript: 36 

. 37 
IS THERE ANY REAL EVIDENCE THAT VIRUSSES CAUSE DISEASE OR IS 38 
THIS JUST A MASSIVE RUMOR?: DR ANDREW KAYFMAN’S ANALYSIS OF 39 
THE “SCIENCE” 40 
Andrew Kaufman 22 April 2020 41 
Evidence that Viruses Cause Disease or The Rooster in the 42 
River of Rats by Andrew Kaufman April 29, 2020 43 

. 44 

DR. ANDY KAUFMAN ON UNDERSTANDING WHAT THE COVID TESTS ARE 45 
ALL ABOUT & WHY THE LOCKDOWN HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH A 46 
PANDEMIC 47 
Andrew Kaufman 10 April 2020 US Doctor: How can you make a 48 
vaccine for something never proven to exist? A must-watch by 49 
Jamie Icke April 50 

 51 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtZGCpnTNPs&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0Zbx2CIOOAD1dCSgyBgWBX45tasW9kplQvrOJXJzJUuxGFqSe235Zr22M&app=desktop
https://youtu.be/Eq4lu0xfMq0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eq4lu0xfMq0&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/Xr8Dy5mnYx8
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If the following video is correct then it may explain why in the past so often billions of dollars 1 
were granted for research but no vaccine was developed! 2 

 3 
Andrew Kaufman – Truth Comes to Light 4 
https://truthcomestolight.com/author/akaufman/  5 
Andrew Kaufman | 10 April. US Doctor: How can you make a 6 
vaccine for something never proven to exist? A must-watch by 7 
Jaymie Icke April. Read More. 8 

 9 
US Doctor: How can you make a vaccine for something ... - BitChute 10 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/YkPL6VmUqQQ/  11 
 Apr 2020 ... US Doctor: How can you make a vaccine for 12 
something never proven to exist? A must-watch. 13 

 14 
https://youtu.be/YkPL6VmUqQQ?list=TLPQMDkwNDIwMjD8JwTICmudJA   15 
US Doctor: How can you make a vaccine for something never proven to exist?  16 
YouTube response” This video has been removed for violating YouTube’s Community Guidelines . 17 

 18 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVBc7-Te_yA  19 
'Vaccines won't work'_ US virologist breaks down COVID-19, how to curb spread  20 
 21 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtKVP7WhnyU&list=PLrEvQjDXMnnhRkIfAYP8y9nMMY96pD6nF22 
&index=3&t=0s  Worldwide Lockdown Over the Common Cold_  23 

 24 
https://youtu.be/aEubPR36pzk   25 

Wait you can get reinfected 26 
END QUOTE5-5-2020 CORRESPONDENCE 27 
 28 
I am neither a scientist or a trained in medical issues but just using “common sense” alone 29 

indicated to me from onset that it was a lot of B.S. that the politicians were using. As Llke with 30 
the 2003 Iraq war where the so called Intelligence Services were feeding the politicians with 31 

what they held they wanted to hear, rather than real competent intelligence. Just that then many 32 
Iraqi’s needlessly died and so also Australian soldiers being harmed and even killed. Now we 33 

have a similar repeat where Australians themselves are targeted. 34 
 35 

And the Prime Minister and his cohort are pushing the so called “vaccine” (Not a vaccine when 36 
it comes to Pfiser/Moderna as it is a “medical treatment”) 37 

And you as a CEO cannot even manage to have your own investigation to make sure that the 38 
shareholders, staff and passengers are not unduly harmed?  39 

 40 
Surely, you could be expected to act more competently, and so all other business leaders that are 41 

so to say paid a small fortune? 42 
 43 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/employers-liable-adverse-reaction-mandate-covid-44 
vaccines/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=2ffdaa91-c41f-40f0-8b0f-514a76bebf14   45 
Employers May Be Held Liable for ‘Any Adverse Reaction’ if They Mandate COVID Vaccines 46 
New OSHA guidance holds employers liable for adverse reactions if they require employees be vaccinated for 47 
COVID as a condition of employment, which could negatively impact the employer’s safety rating. 48 
 49 
Likewise, in my view, businesses who demand anyone to be vaccinated otherwise services are 50 

denied may likewise face legal liability where such vaccination forced upon a person has adverse 51 
reactions. After all, considering also the Nuremberg Code and that the TGA only approved for 52 

“clinical trials” then I view any businesses seeking to force Anyone to inflict self-harm by some 53 

mailto:admin@inspector-rikati.com
http://www.scribd.com/inspectorrikati
https://truthcomestolight.com/author/akaufman/
https://truthcomestolight.com/author/akaufman/
https://truthcomestolight.com/author/akaufman/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/YkPL6VmUqQQ/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/YkPL6VmUqQQ/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/YkPL6VmUqQQ/
https://youtu.be/YkPL6VmUqQQ?list=TLPQMDkwNDIwMjD8JwTICmudJA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVBc7-Te_yA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtKVP7WhnyU&list=PLrEvQjDXMnnhRkIfAYP8y9nMMY96pD6nF&index=3&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtKVP7WhnyU&list=PLrEvQjDXMnnhRkIfAYP8y9nMMY96pD6nF&index=3&t=0s
https://youtu.be/aEubPR36pzk
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/employers-liable-adverse-reaction-mandate-covid-vaccines/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=2ffdaa91-c41f-40f0-8b0f-514a76bebf14
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/employers-liable-adverse-reaction-mandate-covid-vaccines/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=2ffdaa91-c41f-40f0-8b0f-514a76bebf14
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liability, liability, etc, when things goes wrong with the unapproved purported “vaccination” 1 
must accept legal responsibility 2 

 3 
Below I will set out some issues, albeit so to say ;merely the tip of an iceberg.  4 

 5 
In my article on 10 July 2020 I pointed out that masks manufactured in the slums in Mumbai 6 

were dumped on the ground and warned against the dust then being on the mask. Well, if 7 
QANTAS is one of those companies requiring people to wear masks and they happen to be 8 

contaminated with such dust then this may explain people falling ill not from COVID-19 but 9 
from “BLACK FUNGUS”. And I understand hundreds if not thousands of people in India lost 10 

their lives after the “black fungus” having infected them.  11 
You might just have the view that ‘BLACK FUNGUS” stands out as to the way people skin 12 

seem to be turning black, but before you make any hasty conclusion do not overlook that there 13 
are masks that are reportedly contaminated with graphene, asbestos, little black worms, bacteria, 14 

spores, etc.  15 
 16 

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/urgent-doctor-confirms-parasitic-worms-on-facemasks/ 17 
The blue mask (and others) used around the world (and others) have been found to contain 18 

parasites to which I referred already last year. 19 
It means that patients and former patients could sue medical clinic, employers, etc, if they found 20 

to have been harmed. 21 
The video may show "evidence" that indeed there are worms in the masks, and it is being 22 

reported all over the world! And, that I view where it involved different brands of mask 23 
then I view this is not some isolated incident where somehow masks were contaminated but 24 

rather it is a global issue, as with the alleged SARS-CoV-2 “virus”. Who then is behind this 25 
global contaminations? And, let’s not ignore that Chinese manufacturers already a year 26 

ago made clear they would tamper with PPE and other supplies. Also, that about a year 27 
ago already in Europe PPE was found to be contaminated!  28 

I urge every business for their own sake, your family, patients/customers and staff not to 29 
ignore this but watch the video and take appropriate action, including warning 30 

patients/customers and former patients/customers. 31 
Those little black worms can be seen moving around in the facemasks and one has to 32 

wonder if the same might be going on with nappies? If indeed nappies are also infected 33 
then this means that those worms can enter the children backside or the girls vagina and 34 

cause serious problems. Indeed the same when females are using sanitarian pads/tampons, 35 
etc.  36 

 37 
As I understand it, currently there is a major additional disaster in India: 38 

 39 
https://www.theguardian.com/global/2021/may/11/what-is-the-dangerous-black-fungus-40 

being-seen-in-covid-patients-in-india-mucormycosis  41 
 42 

What is the deadly ‘black fungus’ seen in Covid 43 

patients in India? | Coronavirus | The Guardian  44 

 45 

What is the deadly ‘black fungus’ seen in Covid patients in India? 46 

Usually very rare, mucormycosis has a high mortality rate and is 47 

difficult to treat 48 

 49 
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This might be an issue related to my exposure as to how I understand mask are being dumped 1 
onto the ground in Mumbai, as I wrote about way back on 10-7-2020 (Albeit not then to you): 2 

 3 
If indeed the current political conduct amount to TORTURE upon citizens in particular 4 

also upon the “vulnerable persons” then one has to ask: Why is the medical profession not 5 
taking a stand to protect the rights of their patients?  6 

This document can be downloaded from: 7 
https://www.scribd.com/document/468659037/20200710-Press-Release-Mr-G-H-Schorel-Hlavka-O-W-B-Issue-8 
Royal-Commission-Into-Covid-19-Issues-is-Badly-Needed-suppl-6-Torture  9 
QUOTE 10 

I now draw your (so the reader’s) attention to the following video’s as an example that we 11 

have people in the health field having to rely upon facemask which might fail totally,, if not 12 
in fact be more dangerous to use. 13 

 14 
https://youtu.be/TSQi9yXkfUg  15 
Mumbai: Inferior masks with no filter made in slums 16 

 17 
Those who reside in the slums of Mumbai may have developed some resistance against the 18 

dust there, however when those mask that are scattered over the floor and likely 19 
contaminated with the dust are then by a health serve person used on their face then this can 20 

have horrendous consequences. The health service provider can become ill merely by using 21 
such contaminated mask on his/her face! Further, could infect the very patients or senior 22 

citizen to which assistance is provided. 23 
 24 

https://youtu.be/UnTQv2TPt7Y  25 
60% of Chinese mask factories have serious… 26 

 27 
The latter video underlines how those working to compile the mask with bare hands are 28 
easily contaminating the mask they handle and so where they spread a virus then the health 29 

worker in good faith using such a mask can become serious ill if not die as result.  30 
END QUOTE 31 
 32 
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/10/27/cdc-report-covid-patients-always-wore-mask.aspx  33 
CDC Report: 70.6% of COVID Patients Always Wore a Mask 34 

 35 
Here some links regarding the warning: “ONCE UPON A VIRUS”. Just in case one link 36 

doesn’t work you can likely download from another link. It is less than 5MB. 37 
 38 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5BZ09iNdvo  39 
Once upon a virus... - YouTube 40 
29 Apr 2020 ... China: We discovered a new virus.America: So what?China: It's DangerousAmerica: It's 41 
only a FluChina: Wear a MaskAmerica: Don't wear a ... 42 
 43 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bK3cIoXccr8  44 
Once upon a virus (China's view) - YouTube 45 
1 May 2020 ... Produced by China. Argument between 2 Lego figurines. China is represented by a terracotta 46 
warrior in a face mask. America is represented by ... 47 
 48 
https://qz.com/1850097/chinese-propaganda-video-mocks-us-response-to-coronavirus-crisis/  49 
Chinese propaganda video mocks US response to coronavirus ... 50 
2 May 2020 ... New China TV/YouTube screenshot ... China's state-run news agency Xinhua posted an 51 
animated video titled “Once Upon a Virus.” In it ... 52 

 53 

mailto:admin@inspector-rikati.com
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https://youtu.be/TSQi9yXkfUg
https://youtu.be/UnTQv2TPt7Y
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/10/27/cdc-report-covid-patients-always-wore-mask.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5BZ09iNdvo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5BZ09iNdvo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5BZ09iNdvo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5BZ09iNdvo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bK3cIoXccr8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bK3cIoXccr8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bK3cIoXccr8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bK3cIoXccr8
https://qz.com/1850097/chinese-propaganda-video-mocks-us-response-to-coronavirus-crisis/
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 1 
 2 
 When one consider that pollen are airborne and cause hey fever, without people contaminating 3 

each other then why not consider the same that “spores” from soil, etc, can be the real culprit that 4 
causes infections all around. 5 

 6 
https://www.allergy.org.au/patients/allergic-rhinitis-hay-fever-and-sinusitis/pollen-allergy  7 
Pollen allergy - Australasian Society of Clinical Immunology and ... 8 
Pollen from grasses, weeds or trees can trigger symptoms of hayfever and asthma. Pollen seasons can last for 9 
several months and exposure is difficult to avoid. 10 

 11 

Instead of pollen “spores” can be much easier transported in hair clothing, and not to ignore 12 
luggage. A “vaccination passport” will do absolutely nothing against this. 13 

 14 
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_breakingnews/iowa-alabama-governors-sign-laws-banning-vaccine-15 
passports_3828919.html?utm_source=newsnoe&utm_medium=email2&utm_campaign=breaking-2021-05-24-16 
3&mktids=47814ad7548d616d6b1dc3aec1589bd5&est=Cvrad6n1SXeruUHCm2P4Pox4FBaWMyc%2FdNirM17 
BRBCF3mvlZF12a8FHxfKMof2OZ64Yvfmt4Vp7cI  18 
Iowa, Alabama Governors Sign Laws Banning Vaccine Passports (theepochtimes.com)  19 

 20 
What might be wiser is to “decontaminate” every passenger for international travel into 21 

Australia. Let their luggage be sealed and not near a passenger during a flight. Perhaps those 22 
who went through a “decontamination” process at the arrival in an airport then required to wear a 23 

green suit, that aircrew are permitted to remove a plastic tie, in case the passenger needs to use a 24 
toilet. After which the toilet is “decontaminated”. Passengers may have in their hair “spores” on 25 

arrival and on their clothing, hence the “decontamination” process. In particular where they 26 
come from high risk areas. 27 

 28 

https://vaccinedeaths.com/2021-05-11-masks-proven-to-be-about-control-not-safety.html   29 

WORTHLESS MASKS: We always knew the masks were about control, not 30 

safety… now we’ve been proven right 31 
QUOTE 32 

Nearly all mask holes are .3 to .5 microns in size, where the China virus particles are less than .06 33 
microns, rendering virtually every mask in this country useless. That’s why Fauci admitted it at the 34 
beginning, and that’s what the SCIENCE shows. Yes, so the anti-vaxxers are not anti-science, in fact, 35 
the pro-vaxxers are anti-science, because it reveals what they don’t want us to know. 36 

END QUOTE 37 
 38 

https://youtu.be/aqylfdoeunk video 39 
https://www.rcreader.com/commentary/masks-dont-work-covid-a-review-of-science-relevant-to-covide-19-social-40 
policy  41 

Masks don’t work: a review of science relevant to covid-19 social policy 42 

 43 
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/06/02/mask-use-and-ventilation-in-schools.aspx   44 
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CDC Says Keep Masking Kids or Open a Window 1 
QUOTE 2 

Dilution methods, which work by diluting the number of airborne particles, include opening windows 3 
and doors or using fans. This led to a 35% lower incidence of COVID-19, while methods to filter 4 
airborne particles, such as using HEPA filtration systems with or without ultraviolet germicidal 5 
irradiation, led to a 48% lower incidence. 6 

END QUOTE 7 
 8 

https://youtu.be/czCQ4X8dK6o 9 
Dr. Fauci says There is No Reason to Wear a Mask 10 

 11 
Well, that was about a year ago!  12 

  13 
Then Fauci claimed one had to wear a mask and then 2 or more mask and then no mask at all. He 14 

is all over the place, where in 2005, I understand, it was a coauthor of a book about the 1919 15 
pandemic that it were the wearing of masks that really caused the massive deaths then.  16 

 17 
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/06/02/covid-18 
origin.aspx?ui=2452e48ee850e01d1c6738932cddb7dcaf9043a15984f355d7aa522cd46b564a&sd=20201124&cid_s19 
ource=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1HL&cid=20210602&mid=DM892022&rid=1172702058  20 

The Biggest Flip-Flop Ever — Who's Going to Jail? 21 
QUOTE 22 

STORY AT-A-GLANCE 23 

 Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), has 24 
defended the natural-origin theory for SARS-CoV-2 since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic 25 

 In his biggest about-face to date, Fauci is now saying he’s “not convinced” the virus had a natural origin 26 
after all, and that we must continue to investigate “what went on in China until we find out, to the best of our 27 
ability, what happened” 28 

 Considering Fauci’s opinion has been used by mainstream media and fact checkers to censor any and all 29 
other experts, this very public 180 is no doubt causing embarrassment among mainstream reporters 30 

 Fauci is now also denying ever having funded gain-of-function research, even though there’s irrefutable 31 
evidence that he did. It seems he’s trying to redefine “gain-of-function,” such that none of the research he 32 
paid for will fall under that definition 33 

 National Institutes of Health director Dr. Francis Collins is backing Fauci’s denials in what appears to be a 34 
preemptive attempt to distance the NIAID/NIH from future blame, should the lab leak theory be determined 35 
to have caused the COVID-19 pandemic 36 

END QUOTE 37 
 38 

The same flip-flop with the PCR testing that I understand is to be conducted at 17 cycles but the 39 
FDA (USA) recommended 45 cycles and the CDC (USA) recommended 40 cycles. Well that 40 

was during the reign of President Donald J Trump. To inflate the “cases” by about 95% “false 41 
positives”, whereas now with Joe Biden they drastically reduced it to 28 cycles to make it look 42 

like Joe Biden somehow does a better job, albeit even VAERS reported cases are now claimed to 43 
only be deemed relevant to exclude certain reports where a person did not end up in hospital 44 

and/or died.  45 
 46 
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/05/no_author/how-the-cdc-is-manipulating-data-to-prop-up-vaccine-47 
effectiveness/   48 

How the CDC Is Manipulating Data to Prop-up “Vaccine Effectiveness” 49 

New policies will artificially deflate “breakthrough infections” in the vaccinated, 50 

while the old rules continue to inflate case numbers in the unvaccinated. 51 
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 1 
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-11-19-portugal-rules-pcr-tests-unreliable-unlawful-covid19.html  2 
SCIENCE FAIL: Portuguese court rules PCR tests are unreliable, unlawful “evidence” of alleged Covid-3 
19 infections 4 

 5 
Meaning, this COVID-19 is all over the place, and so pending how it suits politicians. 6 

 7 
https://mamm.org/pcr-test-untrustworthy/  8 

PCR Test Untrustworthy 9 

QUOTE 10 
4. Did You Know the PCR test ‘Cycle Threshold’ can be abused? 11 

 There has been a lack of transparency regarding the number of PCR cycles used. 12 

 Florida became the first state to reveal its PCR test cycle data. 13 

 California Labs use a cycle threshold(CT) of up to 45 cycles. This is clearly too high, and identifies mostly 14 

false cases of SARS-COV2 infections. 15 

  The FDA and CDC recommended running PCR tests up to a CT of 40.  16 

 Any cycles above a 35 Cycle Threshold will produce high false positive rates. 17 

 NYT reports: “Most [Covid PCR] tests set the limit at 40, a few at 37.” 18 

 This abuse of testing via the use of too high PCR cycles has led to the establishment of a “CASEdemic,” 19 

instead of a true pandemic. 20 

 Authorities justify the need for pandemic responses based on the reporting of increasing numbers of 21 

“cases,” regardless of whether the ‘cases’ include people who are sick with SARS-COV2 viral symptoms. 22 
END QUOTE 23 

 24 
https://principia-scientific.com/even-cdc-now-admits-no-gold-standard-of-covid19-virus-isolate/  25 
Even CDC Now Admits No ‘Gold Standard’ of COVID19 Virus Isolate | Principia Scientific Intl. (principia-26 
scientific.com)   27 

         Even CDC Now Admits No ‘Gold Standard’ Of COVID19 Virus Isolate 28 

 29 
https://greatreject.org/laboratories-cant-find-covid-19-in-positive-tests/ 30 
QUOTE 31 

Laboratories in US can’t find Covid-19 in one of 1,500 positive tests 32 
BY GREATREJECT · 11/04/2021 33 
QUOTE 34 

CDC being sued for massive fraud: Tests at 7 universities of ALL people examined 35 
showed that they did not have Covid, but just Influenza A or B – EU statistics: 36 

‘Corona’ virtually disappeared, even under mortality.  37 
A clinical scientist and immunologist-virologist at a southern California laboratory says he and colleagues 38 
from 7 universities are suing the CDC for massive fraud. The reason: not one of 1500 samples of people 39 
tested “positive” could find Covid-19. ALL people were simply found to have Influenza A, and to a lesser 40 
extent Influenza B. This is consistent with the previous findings of other scientists, which we have reported 41 
on several times. 42 
Dr. Derek Knauss: “When my lab team and I subjected the 1500 supposedly positive Covid-19 samples to 43 
Koch’s postulates and put them under an SEM (electron microscope), we found NO Covid in all 1500 44 
samples. We found that all 1500 samples were primarily Influenza A, and some Influenza B, but no cases of 45 
Covid. We did not use the bulls*** PCR test.’ 46 

END QUOTE 47 
 48 
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0035421  49 
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Immunization with SARS Coronavirus Vaccines Leads to Pulmonary Immunopathology on Challenge with the 1 
SARS Virus (plos.org) 2 
Immunization with SARS Coronavirus Vaccines Leads to Pulmonary Immunopathology on Challenge with 3 
the SARS Virus 4 
QUOTE 5 

Conclusions 6 
These SARS-CoV vaccines all induced antibody and protection against infection with SARS-CoV. However, 7 
challenge of mice given any of the vaccines led to occurrence of Th2-type immunopathology suggesting 8 
hypersensitivity to SARS-CoV components was induced. Caution in proceeding to application of a SARS-9 
CoV vaccine in humans is indicated. 10 

END QUOTE 11 
 12 
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0035421  13 
Immunization with SARS Coronavirus Vaccines Leads to Pulmonary Immunopathology on Challenge with the 14 
SARS Virus (plos.org) 15 
Immunization with SARS Coronavirus Vaccines Leads to Pulmonary Immunopathology on Challenge with 16 
the SARS Virus 17 
QUOTE 18 

 Introduction 19 
Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) emerged in Guangdong, People's Republic of China, in late 2002, 20 
and spread to other countries in Asia and to Canada in the ensuing months [1]–[3]. Infection control efforts 21 
brought the infection under control by mid-2003 [4]. More than 8000 cases, including almost 800 deaths, 22 
were reported during the outbreak period [4]. Increasing age and comorbidity were risk factors for severe 23 
disease and death [5], [6], [7]. Since 2003, only sporadic cases have been reported; however, the possibility 24 
that SARS outbreaks could reemerge naturally or be deliberately released is a public health concern. 25 

END QUOTE 26 
 27 
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0035421  28 
Immunization with SARS Coronavirus Vaccines Leads to Pulmonary Immunopathology on Challenge with the 29 
SARS Virus (plos.org) 30 
Immunization with SARS Coronavirus Vaccines Leads to Pulmonary Immunopathology on Challenge with 31 
the SARS Virus 32 
QUOTE 33 

An early concern for application of a SARS-CoV vaccine was the experience with other coronavirus 34 
infections which induced enhanced disease and immunopathology in animals when challenged with 35 
infectious virus [31], a concern reinforced by the report that animals given an alum adjuvanted SARS 36 
vaccine and subsequently challenged with SARS-CoV exhibited an immunopathologic lung reaction 37 
reminiscent of that described for respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) in infants and in animal models given 38 
RSV vaccine and challenged naturally (infants) or artificially (animals) with RSV [32], [33]. We and others 39 
described a similar immunopathologic reaction in mice vaccinated with a SARS-CoV vaccine and 40 
subsequently challenged with SARS-CoV [18], [20], [21], [28]. It has been proposed that the nucleocapsid 41 
protein of SARS-CoV is the antigen to which the immunopathologic reaction is directed [18], [21]. Thus, 42 
concern for proceeding to humans with candidate SARS-CoV vaccines emerged from these various 43 
observations. 44 

END QUOTE 45 
 46 
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/8-ways-mrna-covid-vaccine-can-kill-you/  47 

8 WAYS MRNA COVID VACCINE CAN KILL YOU 48 
QUOTE 49 

Dr Sherri Tenpenny has mapped out ten mechanisms of action of how the mRNA vaccine is going to kill 50 
people. She says, “When you inject the mRNA, the Messenger RNA starts to code for the spike protein…the 51 
NIH is now fighting with Moderna over patent rights, because you can’t patent anything that’s out in nature, 52 
so they had to manipulate the spike protein, in order to be able to patent it and then make an antibody to the 53 
spike protein. 54 
“Well, this anti-spike protein antibody is deadly. It’s absolutely deadly. And the first three papers I went 55 
through, I found that one of the things the spike protein does is it directly attacks lung tissue and breaks it 56 
down. 57 

END QUOTE 58 
 59 
https://www.health.gov.au/news/therapeutic-goods-administration-adj-professor-john-skerritts-interview-on-abc-60 
730-on-17-february-2021   61 
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Therapeutic Goods Administration Adj. Professor John Skerritt's interview on ABC 7:30 1 
on 17 February 2021  2 
QUOTE 3 

LEIGH SALES:         4 
Will people be allowed any choice in which vaccine they opt for? 5 
JOHN SKERRITT:   6 
The Government's policy is that each centre will have one vaccine, and there'll be different groups going to 7 
different centres depending on, obviously, whether you're an aged care resident or you're going to go to 8 
primary care in Category 1B of the Phase 1B of a rollout. And so, no, they won't have a choice, but frankly, 9 
both the Pfizer and AstraZeneca vaccines have been excellent vaccines from our review of them. 10 

 END QUOTE 11 
 12 

Yes, you got the head of the TGA announcing what “Government policy is” rather than what 13 
safety measures there are in place by the TGA to ensure that the so to say “safety valve” is 14 

operating in case something goes horribly wrong.  15 
 16 
https://www.health.gov.au/news/therapeutic-goods-administration-adj-professor-john-skerritts-interview-on-abc-17 
730-on-17-february-2021   18 
Therapeutic Goods Administration Adj. Professor John Skerritt's interview on ABC 7:30 19 

on 17 February 2021  20 
QUOTE 21 

LEIGH SALES:         22 

Some churches have told parishioners to ask for the Pfizer jab, not the AstraZeneca one, because the 23 
AstraZeneca one reportedly uses aborted foetuses. What's your view on that and would religious objection be 24 
grounds for an exemption to get the vaccine you wanted? 25 

JOHN SKERRITT:   26 

When the vaccine was developed, quite a range of vaccines were produced in embryonic kidney cells, and 27 
these cells came originally from - and we don't know the personal situation - from a termination that was 28 
done, we think, in the Netherlands in the early 1970s. So a very long time ago. And those cells are many 29 
generations old now. What we do know is that even at the highest levels from the Vatican down, they've said 30 
that the source of this vaccine is not a reason not to be vaccinated. So, churches have come out quite strongly, 31 
emphasising the importance of vaccination. 32 

END QUOTE 33 
 34 

To me the answer “When the vaccine was developed, quite a range of vaccines were produced in 35 
embryonic kidney cells, and these cells came originally from - and we don't know the 36 

personal situation - from a termination that was done, we think, in the Netherlands in the early 37 
1970s.” is totally unacceptable. It appears to me he deliberately avoided to where it was from 38 

(“and these cells came originally from - and we don't know the personal situation -”) as I 39 
view as head of the TGA it should be his business to know! If he doesn’t then replace him with 40 

someone who knows his job! 41 
 42 

TGA boss John Skerritt himself during an ABC program on 17 February 2021 with Leigh Sales 43 
seemed to admit he doesn’t know precisely what is in a so called “vaccine” and that he is 44 

following “government policy”. As such, forget about “real “science” such as “medical science”, 45 
as “political science” is now what dictates how “cases” are claimed to be. And, so “lockdowns” 46 

on “political science”.  47 
 48 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=158410   49 

Lockdowns Don't Reduce Mortality, Cause 'Economic Harakiri' – Swedish 50 
Professor 51 

 52 
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 As for the health care workers: 1 
 2 

https://thevaccinereaction.org/2021/03/the-biggest-covid-19-vaccine-skeptics-frontline-health-care-workers/  3 

The Biggest COVID-19 Vaccine Skeptics? Frontline Health Care Workers  4 

             5 
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-05-18-connecticut-govt-secretly-tells-health-care-workers-covid-vaccines-are-6 
deadly.html   7 

BOMBSHELL: Connecticut govt. secretly tells health care workers covid vaccines 8 

are DEADLY, but withholds the same information from the public 9 
QUOTE 10 

(Natural News) Today we bring you a shocking true story about covid-19 vaccines, the government of 11 
Connecticut, and an open admission that vaccines contain dangerous, even deadly substances (spike proteins) 12 
that are documented and known to cause vascular damage to human beings. 13 
It’s all admitted right in the open, in these Connecticut government documents shown below, which admit 14 
these vaccines can be fatal. The original documents used in this research may be found at the following links: 15 
(all PDF docs) 16 
Pre-vaccination screening form – V20 – Connecticut government website 17 
Covid-19 vaccine ingredients list and spike protein propaganda – Connecticut government website 18 
Since Connecticut may remove these documents in order to hide the truth, we are also mirroring these 19 
documents at NaturalNews.com servers: 20 
Pre-vaccination screening form – V20 – Natural News mirror 21 
Covid-19 vaccine ingredients list and spike protein propaganda – Natural News mirror 22 
Connecticut admits covid vaccines contain spike proteins, then claims they are 23 

harmless even while the Salk Institute confirms they can be deadly 24 
In these documents, you will find astonishing admissions from the Connecticut government. For starters, 25 
review the graphic below which shows the Connecticut government falsely claiming the vaccine spike 26 
protein is “a harmless protein,” even while the Salk Institute’s own published research reveals, “the protein 27 
damages cells.” 28 
The research, published in the journal Circulation Research, concludes, “…we show that spike protein alone 29 
can damage vascular endothelial cells by downregulating ACE2 and consequently inhibiting mitochondrial 30 
function.” 31 

END QUOTE 32 
 33 
Then consider this: 34 
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/05/25/the-fda-cover-up-that-led-to-the-approval-of-the-pfizer-vaccine/  35 
The FDA cover-up that led to the approval of the Pfizer vaccine 36 
QUOTE 37 

The document, posted on the FDA website, is titled, “Vaccines and Related Biological Products; Advisory 38 
Committee Meeting; FDA Briefing Document Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine.” [1] 39 
It is dated December 10, 2020. The date tells us that all the information in the document is taken from the 40 
Pfizer clinical trial, based on which the FDA authorized the vaccine for public use. 41 
A key quote is buried on page 42: “Among 3410 total cases of suspected but unconfirmed COVID-19 in the 42 
overall study population, 1594 occurred in the vaccine group vs. 1816 in the placebo group [who received a 43 
saltwater shot].” 44 
Those shocking numbers have never seen the light of day in news media. 45 
The comparative numbers reveal that the vaccine was not effective at preventing COVID-19. It was certainly 46 
not 50% more effective than no vaccine at all—the standard for FDA Emergency Use Authorization. 47 
To make all this clear, I need to back up and explain the theory of the vaccine clinical trial.  48 

END QUOTE 49 
 50 
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/04/20/coronavirus-vaccine-safety-studies.aspx  51 
Vaccine Makers Destroy COVID Vaccine Safety Studies 52 
 53 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-vaccines-lead-to-new-infections-and-mortality-the-evidence/5746393  54 
Covid-19 Vaccines Lead to New Infections and Mortality: The Evidence is Overwhelming 55 
Country Case Studies. Mortality and Morbidity 56 

 57 
https://theconversation.com/can-vaccinated-people-still-spread-the-coronavirus-155095    58 
Can vaccinated people still spread the coronavirus?  59 
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 1 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-05-27-cdc-covid-vaccine-deaths-vaers-record.html 2 

CDC: Covid vaccine official death toll reaches 4,647, setting new 22-year VAERS record 3 
Thursday, May 27, 2021 by: Ethan Huff 4 
 5 
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-05-27-fda-document-pfizer-covid-vaccine-trial-adverse-reactions.html  6 

FDA document reveals 86% of children who participated in Pfizer covid 7 

vaccine trial experienced adverse reactions 8 
 9 
‘Genocidal fake vaccinations’ must be condemned, and we must return to politicians and 10 
others to work within ‘peace, order and good government’ and not contrary to it. 11 

This document can be downloaded from: 12 
https://www.scribd.com/document/493481573/20210206-PRESS-RELEASE-Mr-G-H-Schorel-13 

Hlavka-O-W-B-ISSUE-Genocidal-Fake-Vaccinations  14 
 15 
https://www.westernjournal.com/ap-un-concerning-news-vaccines-may-not-work-16 
variants/?ff_source=Email&ff_medium=WJBreaking&ff_campaign=breaking&ff_content=western-journal 17 
World Health Organization: Vaccines May Be Ineffective Against COVID  18 
QUOTE 19 

Other COVID-19 vaccines developed by Novavax, Pfizer and BioNTech and Johnson & Johnson also 20 
appear to be less effective against the strain first identified in South Africa, although they may prevent 21 
severe disease. 22 

END QUOTE 23 
 24 
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/06/03/the-covid-vaccine-more-genetic-thunde  25 
The COVID vaccine; more genetic thunder 26 
QUOTE 27 

The BBC article describes a criminally fraudulent experiment carried out by researcher He Jianku, in China, 28 
several years ago. After in utero genetic treatment, twin baby girls were born with the instruction to create a 29 
specific “CCR5 protein.” 30 
Does that sound familiar? The current COVID RNA vaccines are supposed to force cells of the body to 31 
produce a specific spike protein. 32 
But in the Chinese baby experiment, something went very wrong. The baby girls produced a variety of 33 
proteins. 34 
BBC: “We’ve never seen these CCR5 proteins before and we don’t know their function in the context of a 35 
human being,” says [Krishanu] Saha [“a bioengineer at University of Wisconsin-Madison”]…” 36 
Boom. Thunder. 37 
Is the COVID vaccine is only forcing the production of the one intended spike protein? NO large-scale study 38 
of vaccinated people has been done to find out. It’s bad enough that the COVID shot is supposed to result in 39 
the spike protein. But what about unintended proteins, whose effects are entirely unknown? 40 
Researcher Saha comments on a different type of genetic experiment, designed to edit the genes of the 41 
recipient—without passing that alteration on to the next generation. 42 
“So let’s say we are injecting a genome editor into the brain to target neurons in the hippocampus,” says 43 
Saha. “How do we make sure that those genome editors do not travel into the reproductive organs and end up 44 
hitting a sperm or egg? Then that individual could potentially pass the edit on to their children.”  45 
The COVID RNA injections are called vaccines, in order to conceal the fact that they are global genetic 46 
experiments. That’s what’s going on. 47 
The huge mounting numbers (and variety) of injuries and deaths publicly reported are a signal of a 48 
catastrophe. Whether you choose to believe this is intentional, accidental, or both, the picture is clear. 49 
The GENETIC EXPERIMENT currently launched against the human population is not what we are being 50 
told it is. 51 
We’re GMO crops, GMO mosquitos; we’re the GMO cattle and rabbits; we’re the twin baby GMO girls in 52 
China. 53 
Further reading: “Genetically modified people: what could go wrong?” [4] and “Vaccines: an ideal covert 54 
op to genetically re-engineer humans” [5] 55 

END QUOTE 56 
 57 
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In October 2019 I rushed my 88 year old wife to Austin Hospital, and well she ended up in ICU 1 
and was in the hospital for 10 days, due to HEART FAILURE and other comorbidities issues. 2 

Initially she had some outpatient visits, but due to the absurd policy by Austin Health that one 3 
must wear a mask and shield despite that both my wife and I are exempted due to medical 4 

condition my wife since had no further in-house treatment in Austin Hospital.  5 
 When on Wednesday 2 June 2021 emails bloodpressure measurement charts showing up to 120 6 

pulse, a teleconference with Dr Lu was immediately that day provided.  I understand that Dr Lu 7 
himself desires to see my wife in person, however, due to the mask/shield issues this is neither 8 

possible, besides yet another crazy lockdown. My own medical referral from August 2020 is 9 
ongoing postponed by Austin Health. This is the in my view gross incompetence of Austin 10 

Health management to act appropriately instead of going along with “government policies” 11 
which are not in my view based on “medical science” principles.  12 

 13 
If you belief the nonsense spread by or on behalf of the government(s) well then I have 14 

hypothetical condos on Pluto for sale.  15 
 16 
Check out my numerous writings published at Scribd and start asking questions why did PM 17 
Scott Morrison not act and investigate what I wrote to him, as this could have avoided a lot of 18 

harm to Australians. 19 
 20 

Mind you as my writings also explain that jabbing the elderly (with flu vaccination, etc,) is rather 21 
driving up the dead toll.  22 
 23 
We need to return to the organics and legal principles embed in of our federal constitution! 24 
 25 
This correspondence is not intended and neither must be perceived to state all issues/details. 26 

Awaiting your response,      G. H. Schorel-Hlavka O.W.B. (Gerrit) 27 

MAY JUSTICE ALWAYS PREVAIL®  28 

(Our name is our motto!) 29 
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